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About This Game

Wage a war of gunpowder and magic! As a gentleman-officer of the Royal Dragoons, what will you sacrifice for victory? Your
fortune? Your honour? Your men? . . . or even, your life?

Sabres of Infinity is a 200,000 word interactive novel by Paul Wang, where your choices control the story. It's entirely text-
based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Fight in Tierra's brutal war against the Antaris, leading a unit of His Majesty's Royal Dragoons in the first episode of the epic
Infinite Sea adventures! Will you earn the loyalty of your subordinates and the friendship of fellow officers, or betray them for

your own gain?

Battle your country's enemies and lead the army to victory in "Sabres of Infinity!"
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Absolutely the best game ever made. Nobody plays it these days (the 2-3 servers available in Moscow (Russia) are almost
empty).

That's why I can't even appreciate anything this mod contributes to the game.

Or maybe you've got a couple dozen friends to invite to play with you.... Best strategy tower defense game on the Market! Hope
to see more by the devs ! Maybe a new update for a new soldier or something! Keep up the good work!. Once again Yaeko has
made an excellent game, full of challenging laser based puzzles. Had a blast solving each room and the new mechanics gave the
game a new degree of difficulty. Would definitely recommend this game to anyone who has played the previous games (and If
you haven't I would also recommend playing those as well).. Very limited gameplay. Very easy and repetitive. It's too bad
because the art is interesting. But overall, sub-par with any other game of its genre. In addition, my game controller (Logitech
F320) doesn't work with it, so I have o play with my keyboard.. Fans will continue to enjoy this as the story continues to
improve.. I remember playing Fight Night and this game took it to a new experience
This game among other boxing VR is really good why you ask?
well this is my reason and this is my review so read carefully to what ever platform you are trying to read

[The Good]
================================================
1: Among other Boxing game this has the more realistic vive
2:this game have a story mode
3:training in this game have more depth in to it
4:eye of the tiger BGM
5:I have a good FPS for it playing on high 100% resolution( i have the 980)
6:you can walk in this game unlike other boxing game
7:its really cheap for a VR game
8:if you like fight night you should get this
9: its a freaking VR boxing
10:every round and fight is different
11:Rocky
12:PVP
13: for some reason i did like a freaking 13 reason why thing ughh
======================================================
[The bad]
================================================
1: i did this as a 13 reason why thing
2: i have short arms making me get really close to my enemy
3:can't think of another reason
4:i think i just found a reason
5:nevermind
6: this is a very bad review
=================================================

Short Story

Should you get this game? [YES]
Should you wait for sale? [Yes and NO] if you have the money grab it its good if you don't wait for sale

i am short with short arms so thats the only downside for me. I feel quite disapointed about this game because most of game
features are not avaliable untill you reach high rank. The designer failed to balance between gameplay and reality. There are also
too many restrictions at the start of the game.
I first played the original version of this mod in 2012 and really enjoyed it. I hope the game would improve in the future version
but I cannot recommend this game currently, sorry. 7\/10
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After 22 hours of gameplay, I finally changed my opinion but this game still needs polish.
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so much fun. i am definetly enjoying it. if u are a fan of pshyhological horror you MUST get this game.. Great fun, and the dev
is very active and open. I was ducking, crawling and rolling all the time, popping up to take shots in slow motion. The weapons
are pretty cool, though they could use some refinement - they're sometimes not reliable. I was able to fan-fire the revolver, but it
was really hit or miss - sometimes it worked flawlessly, other times it didn't work at all.
The first update was also just released, though I haven't tried it; It features a teaser for the upcoming story mode, among other
things. I would definitely recommend this game for the low price.. DONT BUY IT!
This Game is the Worst Case itself!

Pros:
- Starts Interessting = Your char sneezes,harrumph and so on randomly!
.....thats it!

Cons:
- Price 19,99\u20ac!!!! Unbelivable Overpriced, i would recommend 1-2\u20ac MAXIMUM!
- Old lookings graphics (related to price)
- Relatively long walking distance with no sense
- Walking ways are kinda empty and with simple graphics

=====SPOILER SPOILER SPOILER=====

Stage 1 kinda "ok", even when nothing really happend
Stage 2 was the worst gameplay i have experienced in a long time!
Totaly oversized & senceles Area, where you have to find something!
IN THIS AREA, THERE ARE AUTO SHOOTING TURRETS ALL OVER THE PLACE

1. Dont know where to walk
2. Graphics & Lvl design looks like hl1 engine
3. Died cause of auto-shooting turrets
4. Died cause of auto-shooting turrets again
5. Found Energy-Computer
6. Switched off
7. Died cause of "still" auto-shotting turrets
8. tried to reach the Energy-Computer again
9. Died cause of auto shooting turrets
10. tried to reach the Computer again
11. Died cause of auto shooting turrets
12. Reached Computer & Died again!
13. Refund game!

The whole Level Design has a big lack of details which makes it look so old & clumsy

I really tried to give it a chance, but for a price of 19,99\u20ac or even 17,99\u20ac (-10%) this is an absolutly sassiness!
. ...................\u2584\u2584\u2584\u2584\u2584
..............\u2584\u258c\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2590\u2584
............\u2590\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u258c
....... \u2584\u2588\u2593\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2593\u2588\u2584
....\u2584\u2580\u2591\u2591\u2590\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u258c\u2591\u2592\u258c
.\u2590\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2590\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u258c\u2591\u2591\u2591\u258c
\u2590 \u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2590\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u258c\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2590
\u2590 \u2592\u2591\u2591\u2591 \u2590\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u258c\u2591\u2592\u2592\u2590
\u2590 \u2592\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2590\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u258c\u2591\u2592\u2590
..\u2580\u2584\u2592\u2592\u2592\u2592\u2590\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u258c\u2584\u2580
........ \u2580\u2580\u2580 \u2590\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u258c
.................\u2590\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u258c
.................\u2590\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u258c
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.................\u2590\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u258c

.................\u2590\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u258c

................\u2590\u2584\u2580\u2580\u2580\u2580\u2580\u2584\u258c

...............\u2590 Epic Store \u258c

...............\u2590\u2592\u2592Tim\u2592\u2592\u2592\u258c

................\u2590 Sweeney \u258c

..................\u2580\u258c\u2592\u2580\u2592\u2590\u2580. If you're a fan of the OK KO television show, I would recommend
buying this game. It captures the essence of the series perfectly through its writing and use of the original voice talent. The story
is very much of the show, by the game's end you'll feel like you just marathoned about a dozen episodes of the TV series. To
this end, the game feels incredibly suited to its attatched IP and feels like the devs actually cared about trying to emulate the
charm of the source material. The original artstyle (whilst not to everyones taste) does help set the game apart from the series
helping it to feel unique, whilst still utilising enough stylistic cues from the show to keep things consistent.

 The gameplay is straightforward and simplistic, but not neccessarily repetitive as KO learns new fighting moves as you progress
through the story. The fighting isn't as involved as something like Street Fighter or Primal Rage its more along the lines of the
original Double Dragon or Streets of Rage, there's no overly complex button combos to be found here, I'd say its perfect for
younger players or those who want a game that won't require them to constantly refer to movelists as they play. The standard
fight sequences feature a variety of robots created by the evil Boxmore company. These robots have their own unique moves
and personalities and allow the standard battles to remain interesting throughout the whole game. The boss battles are quite nice
too and serve to add another layer of variety to the game, each boss typically has a set pattern and uses at least one move that can
be used against them, requiring some basic problem solving to defeat each boss rather than just punching and kicking them until
they're defeated. During battle you utilise POW cards to summon other members of the main cast to fight alongside you for a
brief moment during battle. You acquire these cards through the vending machine in Gar's Bodega, money to buy said cards is
earned through doing jobs for Mr. Gar, selling spare cards to KO's friend Dendy and you'll get a one time sum of money from
Carol, KO's mother.

Outside of the fighting segments you'll be wandering around the overworld, Lakewood Plaza Turbo. This overworld is a small
shopping district, with a few stores you can enter. From an overhead view this location actually looks rather small but Capybara
have done a great job making the plaza feel larger than life. The transitions between areas are smooth and the camera pans
between one side of a stage and the other are quite nice too, making individual stores seem larger than they are, instead of just
having a fixed camera displaying the entire area you're currently in. The overworld essentially serves as a hub for the player to
interact with NPCs in order to trigger story events, sidequests and partake in battles with enemy robots.

The soundtrack to this game is absolutely great, without it I feel the game would actually suffer greatly. The soundtrack does a
perfect job of providing a mix between ambience and excitement. Songs that play when specific characters are talking to KO
directly in a cutscene are also suitably grandiose and suit each characters personality. I would highly recommend getting the
soundtrack when purchasing this game.

There are only a few negatives I can think of with this game. Firstly, its just a bit too short. If you blitz through the story (as I've
seen some players do) it'll be over in a couple of hours. The story seems to cut itself rather short for no real reason. Its not as if
the basic story elements aren't there, there's a begining, a middle and a conclusion, but it just feels like the main segment of the
game could have been slightly longer.
The game sadly suffers from a lack of locations outside the plaza. This is sad as even though Lakewood Plaza is the main setting
of the show, there are plenty of other places that have been shown in the TV series. You visit Boxmore only a few times and the
interior of the Pow Card factory is visited just one time I belieive, the devs really could have allowed us to visit a few more
places. The surrounding suburbs, the rest of the POW factory, K.O.'s house, the danger zone. Any of those locations could have
easily been worked into the game, its sad not to see them in there.
The NPC's have a distinct lack of flavour text, for the most part when attempting to strike up conversation you'll get a response
along the lines of 'Have you got my POW card yet?' or 'I wonder how powerful my powie zowie will be'.
Levelling up KO feels ever so slightly arbitrary, but only in the sense that the game's levelling system is only introduced to you
about 1\/4 into the story and so feels like all the work you did until that point didn't really count towards accomplishing too
much.

Other than the negatives listed here, I would still heartily recommend this game. Doubly so if you're a fan of the TV series. Also
worth bearing in mind is that this game is a licensed title, even though OK KO has been greenlit for a second series that might
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start airing later this year, who knows how long this game will stick around for.. I found it quite good. Im not pro enough to
exploit each vehicles weaknesses and strengths, but I do notice the difference between them.

It is very stable and easy to drive, I feel it has a slightly bigger hitbox than some of the other cars. Its not quite as agile in the air
as the likes of the Octane but it is a lot more stable - I'd recommend it to someone whos still learning the ropes of the game and
trying to get some practise in doing aerials in an easier to control vehicle.
. Gauntlet of IRE might seem like another Twitch-grabbing frustration game, and in a way it is, but this simplifcation does great
disservice to the amount of polish and creativity on offer here. Most games of this type usually just put an invisible barrier
wherever, thinking that this would put them square in the Kaizo territory, without realizing that there is more - and should be
more - to a game than that.

In this game you simply have to deliver the ball to the other side of the track, but what seems an easy feat at first quickly
becomes an increasingly harder challenge that throws curveball after curveball at you. What I appreciate a lot is that despite the
game being balls hard, it also goes to great lengths to mess with you in the strangest ways possible. It becomes quite a
memorable and, yes, irksome experience.

Don't let this one slip through the cracks!. My story of Feral Fury began with my roommate who came to me one day and said
'So I found a thing you might enjoy'. Famous first words. So, he winds up showing me this neat little twin-stick shooter with a
panda in power armor. My first thought was 'that's adorable'. My second thought shortly after was a resounding: 'THIS IS
AWESOME!' He tells me that I'm free to play it when he's at work, as we Steam Share. He has .7 hours on it at the time of my
writing this. I have almost twenty.

If you like games like The Binding of Issac, Nuclear Throne, Enter the Gungeon and others, Feral Fury is a MUST BUY for
you. I'll go ahead and echo what everyone else seems to say, but it's true. The controls are tight and responsive, allowing for the
fine movements you'll need. The combat is both visceral and fast-paced, making split decisions the difference between life and
death. The system is as forgiving as it is unforgiving, punishing second-thoughts and the slow-witted, but rewarding those who
understand how the game functions. The soundtrack is perhaps a bit too cheery for what the game is, but it just underlines the
deceptive nature of the game.

With permanent upgrades to be unlocked after every run, you'll begin to see improvement with each death, and each time you
meet a new enemy, you'll learn how they fight and how they die (enemies mostly give a final attack as they die). Each step, each
misstep is a learning experience you'll grow from.

Start on easy. I don't often say that, but Easy builds the base mechanics of the game, and allows you to build the more advanced
mechanics later on. If you start too hard, you'll just overwhelm yourself. The bosses are fun and amusing, as well as being
challenging and rewarding.

Just keep one thing in mind when playing though... you can only gain so much experience from playing this game. It takes
something else to really complete it. Reactions, bravery, training... all of that can be taught. It takes something else, something
different to get far. A primordial fire, a feral fury is needed to truly master this game.
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